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JÖRG ROCHOLL

EDITORIAL

Entrepreneurship is the title
of both this edition of the
ESMT Update and the ESMT
Annual Forum 2015. The
subtitle “Beyond the familiar,”
taken from a Schumpeter
quote on entrepreneurship,
calls upon us to embrace
creativity, take a chance,
start something new, be
adventurous, and even risk
failure. Similar descriptions
are used for startups.

A

s evidenced in our mission statement, ESMT
was founded to “develop entrepreneurial
leaders who think globally, act responsibly,
and respect the individual.”

Entrepreneurial spirit was also needed to found ESMT in
2002, when our business school became a startup.
Those who initiated ESMT were entrepreneurial – among
their many other achievements – when they decided to
establish the first international business school in
Germany.
The founders wanted not only to attract top researchers
and high potentials in Germany, but also to retain them.
Another central goal was to promote thought leadership.
With this ambitious project, they embraced risk and
were ultimately successful.
Today ESMT can boast major international accreditations,
the right to award doctoral degrees, a highly diverse
faculty, and the school is ranked among the top schools
in leading international rankings by the Financial Times,
The Economist, and Bloomberg Businessweek.
To begin, the school’s initiators set up the ESMT
Foundation. The first Chairman of its Board of Trustees
was Dr. Henning Schulte-Noelle, followed by Klaus
Kleinfeld. In 2007, Michael Diekmann, Chairman of the
Board of Management of Allianz SE between 2003 and
2015, took on the position. During his 8-year tenure
that ended on April 30, ESMT moved from the startup
phase into one of rapid growth. We all at ESMT are
deeply grateful for Michael Diekmann’s support and
strong dedication to the school.
On May 1, 2015, Dr. Dieter Zetsche, Chairman of the
Board of Management, Daimler AG, succeeded Michael
Diekmann as our Chairman of the Board of Trustees. As
the CEO of a leading global technological innovator, he
will be able to support our endeavors to move ahead
internationally, sharpen our expertise in the area of
management and technology, and intensify our outreach
with companies.
As Thomas Edison said, “The value of an idea lies in the
using of it.” As we carry forward the idea born thirteen
years ago, we extend our heartfelt thanks to Michael
Diekmann for his inspiring leadership and, at the same
time, look very much forward to continuing our path of
establishing ESMT as a premier address for management
education with Dr. Dieter Zetsche.
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WHEN WAS
THE LAST TIME
YOU DID SOMETHING
FOR THE FIRST TIME?

More than ever before, companies are
being challenged to come up with new
ideas – regarding products, services,
projects, leadership, and processes – and
use these innovations to maintain their
competitive advantage. For this they need
people from all organizational levels who
are able to find new ways to create and
think outside the box. This, at least, is our
common understanding, this is how it
should be. Why then, does reality often
look so different? Why are so few of us
inclined to think outside the box? There are
several reasons that come to mind.
First of all, leaving a familiar environ
ment includes risks, hence most of us prefer
to play it safe and stick with what we know.
Second, we like to surround ourselves with
people who share our beliefs, thus
reaffirming our way of thinking. This way
we build a comfort zone that – despite its
psychological merits – is not conducive to
the disruptions and divergence of opinions
needed for innovative actions and ideas. In
short, we can stimulate and encourage
innovations only if we ourselves are able to
pursue new ways to create and think
outside the box. Only after we have learned
to do this will we be entitled to demand
the same from our people and teams.
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FACT AND FIGURES
Women entrepreneurs represent one-third of entrepreneurs worldwide.
36% of people say the fear of
failure stops them exploiting the
business opportunities they see.

9 days are the average holidays
an entrepreneur takes during the
first year.

In Germany 346,000 startups in 2012 were counterbalanced by
370,500 liquidations, causing a negative bottom-line of 24,100.

33% of all business founders in
Germany claim that they started
their own company due to the lack
of professional alternatives.

11% to 18% of failed business
founders in Germany start again.

68.6% of business founders in Germany
use their own money; 10.6% rely
exclusively on outside capital.

The number of foreigners founding their
own business in Germany has increased.
The majority consists of Polish citizens,
followed by Rumanians, and Bulgarians.

France has the greatest number of fastgrowing technology firms in Europe. Paris
alone has at least 4,000 tech debutants.

Israel boasts the world’s highest
concentration of high-tech startups
per head. Almost 1,000 new firms
are launched every year.
A recent World Bank report conservatively
estimated there are over 90 hubs across
Africa; in reality there are many more.

In the UK, the predominant source of
startup finance for many ethnic groups is
family and friends. The figures are “other
Asian” 54.4%, Pakistani 93%, Black
African 52.6% and Black Other 52.9%.

To foster the rise of a Valle de Silicio
south of the Rio Grande, President
Enrique Peña Nieto pledged 300m
pesos ($20m) this year to start
building a “Creative Digital City”
in central Guadalajara.
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NORA GRASSELLI

CHIEFTAIN OF
THE Y-TRIBE
It was more than a decade ago that
members of a new generation – the
so-called Generation Y, or simply “GenY” –
started entering the workforce. These
young people, in their late twenties and
early thirties, represent the first wave of
“digital natives” in our organizations.

T

he information we have about them looks confusing.
They were tested in Pisa studies when they went to
school and – with the exception of students from
Finland, South Korea, and Liechtenstein – did poorly.
We stereotyped them for their obsessions with social media
channels, first-person shooter games, “casting” shows,
“twerking,” “tweeting,” and “chatting” and found them very
different from Baby Boomers or Gen Xers.
But according to an IBM survey from 2014, GenY members are
actually not so different from their predecessors. Just as much
as Gen Xers or Baby Boomers, they stress the importance of
inspirational leadership, clearly articulated business strategies,
performance-based recognition, and promotions. Sure, Gen
Yers are adept at interacting online, but when it comes to
acquiring new work-related knowledge and skills, for example,
they prefer face-to-face contact. And when they change jobs,
they do so for much the same reasons as Gen Xers and Baby
Boomers, namely, to “enter the fast lane,” “shoot for the top,”
“follow one’s heart,” or “save the world.”
GenY members, however, see themselves as being different
from their predecessors. They claim that the conventional
business insignia of power – position, bonus, cars – are
meaningless. Their status symbols include having the time for
living flexibly, attaining self-efficacy, and doing work that
makes sense. At work they expect a mentor coaching them
rather than a superior telling them what to do. They also
demand an open corporate culture, and that they be treated
and paid fairly.

Nora Grasselli
will direct the program Leadership in Action,
September 16–18, 2015,
ESMT Campus
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According to a study of the Berlin trendence Institut from
2013, nearly 50 percent of those who studied business
administration claimed that their future employers have to
be ethical. Thirty-nine percent of future engineers surveyed
stated that they would not work for a company with a poor
social image, even if the salary was attractive.
GenY is the first generation for whom equal opportunities for
men and women are a matter of course. In their relationships,
they plan to equally divide household and parenting duties,
and whether their boss is female or male is a question of little
or no concern.

What the Gen Yers want

In her book on GenY, Kerstin Bund1 summarizes what her
generation really wants at work:

Freedom
Time for family and leisure
Self-efficacy
Fun and individual fulfillment
Being treated as equals, and as individuals
Regular feedback
To be evaluated according to achieved results
To learn and progress
Work has to make sense – this is more important
than status
Happiness is more important than money

Overall, they expect that their work and private lives are what
will make them happy, not waiting for their happiness to start
after hours.

Which skills, which attitudes, and what
types of knowledge does the chieftain
need to successfully lead the Y-tribe?
As with previous leadership concepts, there is no one best
way. But we can assume that – taken GenY’s need for equality
– democratic, discussion-based methods are more effective
than commands or rules and regulations. Inspiring followers is
more important than pacesetting or raising the bar.
Leaders of GenY will have to convince with their personal
ities. They are part of the sense that the job has to make.
Making time for family and investing in non-work-related
hobbies are goals of theirs as well. GenY members do not
accept people who dedicate themselves to their jobs 24/7.
GenY leaders have to keep the development of their team
members in mind. Among other things, they must learn how
to operate using regular feedback instead of orders or rules.
GenY is redefining the leader-follower relationship. As their
leader, you better expect a large number of new ideas – and
accept that 95 percent will end up in the trash. The good news
is that you will finally have access to innovative ideas “from
the shopfloor” and that the 5 percent you keep are brilliant.
GenY members have not had authoritarian upbringings –
their parents are nurturers rather than dictators. As a result,
their children have no problem saying what they think, and
they expect to be heard. They will ask questions, criticize
decisions, and speak up. They may be right or wrong.
Those leading – or planning to lead – GenY members are
encouraged to follow some sound advice: Be prepared to be
made uncomfortable. Often, you will hear things you would
prefer not to hear. Even prepare to get angry, as your title,
your seniority, and even your achievements will not stop GenY
members from telling you what they think. The culture you
need to create as a chieftain needs to be fast, flexible, and
frank. It must be able to channel ideas, criticisms, and
questions. If you and your GenY team do it right, they,
your organization, and you as a leader can benefit from
the dialogue.

1Kerstin Bund (2014), Glück schlägt Geld, Hamburg.
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BENJAMIN ROHÉ

GTEC –
THE GERMAN TECH
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
CENTER
The startups in the tech industry have a
billion-dollar club. The list of club members
is compiled by the Wall Street Journal and
the Dow Jones Venture Source, but it only
includes companies that are privately held,
have raised money in the previous four
years, and have at least one venturecapital firm as an investor.

I

t also reveals an interesting geographical distribution:
60 companies are in the United States, 17 in Asia, and
8 in Europe. The club is led by Chinese smartphone
producer Xiaomi, followed by the American rideshare
provider Uber. The German startup scene is currently
represented by companies such as the online platform
Delivery Hero and by Home24.

In the various rankings of entrepreneurial hotspots, China is
usual missing due to the problem of collecting comparable
data, but it should definitely be kept in mind as an entre
preneurial ecosystem. Dominant are the American hubs of
Silicon Valley, Los Angeles, New York City, and Boston. As far
as Europe is concerned, London, Paris, Berlin, and Stockholm
each have significant clusters of startup activity.
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“Our initiative brings
together all key players
– from early-stage
companies with global
aspirations to large
corporations, as well as
academic institutions,
technology incubators,
and an accelerator –
under one roof. Working
together, we will create
an educational
environment that fuels
job creation and company
growth to commercialize
ideas and strengthen
Germany’s position as an
innovation hub.”

Benjamin Rohé

In addition, “the Valley”
perpetuates its own
business philosophy,
whose main proponent
was one of the most
charismatic figures in the
industry: Steve Jobs.

Still, the Europeans will have a hard
time catching up with their compe
tition in the United States. Especially
Silicon Valley systematically creates
successful companies. It also knows
how to market itself and how to
perpetuate the Silicon Valley myth
that began with Robert Noyce and
William Shockley and started to blossom when Shockley’s
famous “Traitorous Eight” founded Fairchild Semiconductor.
Brilliant entrepreneurs are working everywhere, but given
the aura of Silicon Valley, plus the capital involved, it will not
come as a surprise that tech entrepreneurs from other places
are not only drawn to the American West Coast, but that they
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also hope to sell their businesses or
get funding in Palo Alto. This
peans’ disad
increases the Euro
vantage, since, if they do sell, their
intellectual property will disappear
from Europe as well.

So far, there are two places that –
rather than attempting to copy Silicon Valley – have managed
to turn into highly attractive startup places themselves:
Berlin and Tel Aviv, which usually make it onto every list
showing the best entrepre
neurial hubs. Similar to Silicon
Valley, they also profit from their own mythmaking stories,
and thus emanate additional excitement – bohemian style in
Berlin, military know-how in Tel Aviv.

Due to Berlin’s image, more and more
entrepreneurs from around the world are
settling in the city. Inexpensive office spaces,
access to a large and diverse talent pool, and
an eclectic cultural scene are some of the main
reasons for people to make this move.
Consequently, many of Berlin’s successful entrepreneurs have
foreign origins – people such as Naren Shaam (GoEuro), Ijad
Madisch (Research Gate), and Alex Ljung (Sound Cloud), who
have so far raised more than several hundred million USD in
venture capital.
To further strengthen Berlin’s position as a startup location,
ESMT – together with Henkel, RWE, the Globumbus Foundation,
the Siegmund Kiener Foundation, and the European law firm
Noerr – has founded the German Tech Entrepreneurship Center
(GTEC) on the ESMT Campus in Berlin.
The main goals of GTEC can be summarized in three
sentences: Create a platform for collaboration, innovation,
and entrepreneurship with a large variety of services.
Build an independent, internationally competitive basis for
entrepreneurship to attract international talent. Increase the
success of high-growth technology startups.

GTEC Ventures and Partnerships offer access to corporate
venture capital (VC), global institutional VC, and a startup
angel network.
In addition to its founders, GTEC’s network community and
ecosystem include the German Startups Association, the John
F. Kennedy Atlantic Forum, Techstars, Falling Walls, Fab Lab
Berlin, and Berlin Adlershof.
GTEC’s operation plan includes formats and programs that will
reach 2,000+ students, founders, innovators, and decision
makers per year.

Its vision for 2020 states: “The Center is part of a
leading global entrepreneurship network among
key universities. Leading corporations are actively
involved – with offices on campus – and will
participate in the know-how transfer and the
financing of startups. The annual Venture Forum
has turned into a renowned platform for
presenting commercialized innovations and
technologies. Every year, 10–20 high-profile
startup companies emerge from GTEC.”

In order to reach these goals, GTEC has created a network
community and ecosystem that integrates teaching, research,
and venture building/investing. In practical terms, this concept
manifests itself through the following creations:
GTEC Lab is a 1,200 sq m space on the ESMT Campus where
GTEC welcomes tech entrepreneurs – from students to corpo
rate entrepreneurs, from first-time founders to investors –
and encourages them to work side by side and participate in
GTEC’s programs, events, talks, and workshops.
GTEC Berlin Startup Academy is an independent startup
program and the only one of its kind in Berlin. Over the course
of three months, CEOs and investors help turn an idea into a
startup or infuse a company with entrepreneurial vigor.
GTEC Open Lectures present talks and insights, from
billionaires to politicians, from social to serial entrepreneurs,
who describe what inspired them to found companies and
how entrepreneurship has influenced or changed them.
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“Silicon Valley doesn’t have a monopoly
on smart people and good ideas.”
Former Google CEO Eric Schmidt
“I’ve missed more than 9,000 shots in my career. I’ve lost 300 games. Twenty-six
times I’ve been trusted to take the game’s winning shot and missed. I’ve
failed over and over and over again in my life and that’s why I succeed.”
Michael Jordan, NBA Hall of Famer

“Risk more than others think is safe. Dream more than others think is practical.”
Howard Shultz, CEO of Starbucks
“I’m convinced that about half of what separates the successful
entrepreneurs from the non-successful ones is pure perseverance.”
Steve Jobs, Co-founder and CEO of Apple

“Be undeniably good. No marketing effort or social
media buzzword can be a substitute for that.”
Anthony Volodkin, Founder of HypeMachine

“Time, perseverance, and 10 years of 		
trying will eventually make you look like
an overnight success.”

“It’s always harder to raise capital than
you thought it would be, and it
always takes longer. So plan for that.”
Richard Harroch, Venture Capitalist

Biz Stone, Co-founder of Twitter

“Entrepreneurship is neither a science nor an art. It is a practice.”
Peter Drucker, Economist
“If you’re not embarrassed by the first version
of your product, you’ve launched too late.”
Reid Hoffmann, Co-founder of LinkedIn

“Entrepreneurship isn’t just a label, it’s a lifestyle.”
Richard Branson, Founder of Virgin Group
“When I can no longer create anything, I’ll be done for.”
Coco Chanel, Fashion designer and founder of the Chanel brand

15
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A

t the age of 16, Boyan Slat decided to do something
about the amounts of plastic waste he saw while
snorkeling in the Mediterranean Sea. Two years
later, he had raised more than $2 million in a crowd
funding campaign and acquired the help of 100 volunteer
scientists and engineers. At the beginning of 2016, their
“Ocean Cleanup” will start and feature a 2,000-meter-long
floating barrier in coastal waters. The plan is to remove half of
the Great Pacific Garbage Patch in 10 years’ time.
“Home for Bees” is another example of this new phenomenon
of social concern and crowdfunded support – it is an initiative
to sponsor bee yards to stop the dramatic collapse of bee
colonies in France.

However, information on these kinds of
projects is scattered across various
sites and in various magazines, often
building an ecological niche far away
from mainstream activities.
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To bring these projects into the mainstream, we know from
experience that they need websites that describe and compare
products and initiatives. As it is, the projects still have the
problem of finding support in the form of money, time,
and skills.

Les Suricates
Nathan Grass, who is 30, realized the deficit and closed this
gap. Together with his cofounders, Jonas Guyot and Julien
Demoutiez, both 25, he developed “Les Suricates,” the first
online marketplace for social projects in Paris, supported by
those who have a social project to offer. Ten socially innovative
and vital projects are selected each week by moderators –
typically social entrepreneurs themselves – who publish their
list every Monday at noon. Website visitors can vote for
projects, and thus decide on their ranking. Everybody may use
this platform for discussion and push the project that they
consider the most deserving.
As with all marketplaces, it is critical to draw enough traffic,
attract supporters, and generate a constant inflow of inter
esting, practical projects. For this purpose, Les Suricates relies

MARTIN KUPP

SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Social entrepreneurship – especially when supported by
crowds – is a new phenomenon that falls somewhere
between large-scale philanthropy and handing euros
to street people selling their street magazines.

As in the case of all projects
concerning social entrepreneurship,
the silent motto is “join, donate,
collaborate, share, follow.”
heavily on social media. This means they post at least one
message per day and use colorful designs, catchy quotes,
and jokes. It has worked. It took them only 28 days to
gain 5,000 subscribers, which is an amazing success. For
comparison: My Little Paris, a website dedicated to lovers of
Paris, needed six months to gather 10,000 subscribers for
their newsletter.
Three months after going online, Les Suricates already had
280 projects, 7,000 subscribers, and had published its weekly
list of projects six times. Supporters spent an average of
15 minutes per week on the website, and each of them voted
six times for projects. In short: Les Suricates has turned into
the central marketplace for people who want to inform
themselves about social entrepreneurship projects in France.

Nathan, Jonas, and Julien are happy about this success but
have not yet decided on how to eventually monetize their
idea. As for now, they are considering four options: seeking
funding from social-impact funds; offering marketing sup‑
port to the projects beyond the marketplace; selling their
platform as an easy plug-in solution for third parties who
want to edit and distribute other lists of projects; or do
affiliation marketing. But just as it took Twitter almost four
years to find its business model, the most important thing
for Les Suricates right now is to further grow its user base.
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CHRISTOPH BURGER / JENS WEINMANN

COMPETING WITH NEW
FORMS OF INNOVATION
The classic approach to innovation revolves around
disruption as a game changer. Companies hunt for the
next disruptive business idea. But some companies take
a shortcut by copying successful business models and
modifying them to their organizations.

E

verybody talks about disruptive innovation – inno
vation that leads to new customer behavior, new
supplier behavior, and new markets. Examples are
cloud computing, in which files are no longer stored
on laptops and can be accessed with electronic devices from
anywhere; e-mobility, in which the gas station has been
replaced by a plug at home; and decentralized energy gener
ation, whereby customers produce their energy themselves.
We have heard about the ways Uber is impacting the trans
portation industry and Airbnb is using private accom
mo
dations to challenge the hospitality industry.
Scouts around the world are continuously observing new
customer needs, new technologies, and developing new
scenarios. Companies organize hackathons, that is, workshops
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where expert teams around the world try to solve specific IT
problems and receive financial rewards if their algorithms or
apps win. Companies set up incubators to nourish ideas until
they are strong enough to enter the market. Or they set up
accelerators to serve as boot camps to boost their develop
ment. But during all these stages, the question remains: What
will be the competitive advantage and the financial result?

A venture capital firm typically
receives 2,000 business plans,
evaluates 200, and invests in 20,
of which roughly 2 to 10 percent
outperform – a chance of 1:1,000 to
identify the successful business model.

A smart way of implementing
innovations is to add to the search for
new ideas and look at proven business
models or technologies, adapt them, and
scale them to the existing organization.

Still, successful innovations threaten market positions, so it is
not surprising that incumbents want to have a say in these
developments. But how to implement this process, given the
bureaucratic restrictions, the provision to fulfill detailed
plans, the balancing of scorecards, and the structures for
preventing disruptions? How to do it if employees are incen
tivized for risk-averse optimization strategies such as low
failure rates and continuous improvements of existing
processes?
Best practice example: Rocket Internet.
Rocket Internet is an internet platform founded in 2007. The
company copies successful business models and adjusts them
to any market except those of the United States and China. It
has more than 30,000 employees across its network of
companies, which are active in more than 110 countries across
six continents. In 2014, it launched 10 new companies and
became the global leader in the online takeaway food market
with companies such as Foodpanda and Delivery Hero. For its
new companies, Rocket Internet hires management teams,
provides them with equity, and supports them in speedily
scaling the respective business model and conquering the
target market. It took them only 80 days to set up “helpling,”
a platform for hiring cleaning staff in Germany, and another
80 days for the rollout in another four countries. In the early
phases, Rocket Internet offers support regarding IT, marketing,
and personnel. When the new company is fit to operate, it
becomes increasingly independent. But, if necessary, it will
still be supplied with the relevant benchmarking data of other
Rocket Internet companies.

Best practice example: E.ON.
E.ON, one of the world’s largest investor-owned power and
gas companies, invests in companies with new technologies
and business models. But rather than chasing untested ideas,
its scouts select innovative product offers that have already
been tested on the market. These are discussed and evaluated
with internal E.ON teams. If they agree, E.ON invests in the
respective company and jointly puts together a commerciali
zation plan. For example, E.ON cooperates with the Californian
startup Sungevity, whose remote solar design technology
uses high-resolution imagery and electricity records to show
customers which solar panels would be best and most costefficient for their needs.
Best practice example: Otto Group.
Otto Group is a globally active corporate group of retailers and
retail-related service providers. It sells its goods through
catalogs, e-commerce, and in over-the-counter retail shops.
Online shopping is one of its main businesses. Similar to E.ON,
Otto selects and invests in innovative projects that have
already been accepted by the market and adjusts them to its
own requirements. With the help of pilot customers within
the group, each adjustment is tested. If it is successful, the
rollout throughout the company follows. One of the best
examples is the acquisition of an innovative technology with
which customers can check the fit of a clothing item better
than before, which significantly lowers the return rate –
a critical cost factor for the mail-order segment.
Christoph Burger and Jens Weinmann
will direct the program Innovation as a Corporate Model,
November 25–27, 2015,
ESMT Campus
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HOW ABOUT

HOW ABOUT
FOUNDING A STARTUP?
We asked the students of our MBA and MIM classes about their
attitudes toward startups and found that we have a select group
of spirited future entrepreneurs among them. We are confident
that they have the stamina needed, and we expect to be
hearing about their enterprises a few years from now.
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Jitesh Gopalakrishnan
YES » I want to start something in the
farming sector. The ability to create
something individually and steer it
through uncertainty toward the outcome
is worth the experience.

William Gillett
YES » Be it anything from Japanese gin to
an alternative scientific journal, my reason
is simple: I want to make progress.

Dzmitry Zapolskikh
YES » Despite the uncertainty and low
survival rate of startups, the charm of
entrepreneurship and the autonomy are
appealing.

Adeola Olatunji
YES » The idea of having independence
and planning and implementing my own
ideas and leading people excites me. It
would be fulfilling.

Amir R. Azimi
YES » Founding your startup is probably
like raising kids. You never know if you
did the right thing, but you gave it your
best. The startup will be the last thing
you think about before going to bed and
the first thing when waking up. I am not
looking for fast money, but for something
from which people can benefit.

Juan M. España
YES » I have the conviction that starting
your own company is the perfect way to
make the most of your skills, be totally
passionate about what you do, and build
something from scratch. I have the dream
to create several sustainable startups for
the benefit of society, especially in
Colombia and other South American
countries.
Kate Liu
YES » I have always dreamed of starting
my own business. It is not just about
making money, but the satisfaction of
creating something new and the
ownership of your work and efforts.

Ricardo Ori
YES » I want to keep working in my
special field beyond my retirement. I want
to show other people that we can create
individually and don’t have to do what
everybody else is doing. I also want to be
surrounded by people who share my
passion for what we do.

Zhixian Hou
YES » I have a long-term idea to have my
own business. There are opportunities to
serve as a bridge for Chinese-European
businesses. I would explore Chinese
markets for European companies and
products.

Bar Schwartz
MAYBE » Entrepreneurship is exciting. You develop your company from
scratch and are part of it during each step of development. You are your own
boss and have the freedom to do things your way. But the risk is higher and
there is no work-life balance. Your family and friends will be second priority.
You have to be willing to work for free and take the risk that things may not
turn out the way you expected them to.
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GREGOR HALFF

WHAT’S FIRST
FOR FOUNDERS:
FAME OR FUNDING?
Ever heard of Yik Yak? Or Zenefits? Your
fund manager probably has: Unbeknownst
to the wider business community, these
startups have recently broken records by
collecting $70 million and $600 million,
respectively, from investors.

Funding is first and fame will follow, or so the founders of
startups hope. However, the ride-grabbing app Uber tells a
different story: It first became a media catchphrase and then
raised $2 billion from investors last year. All three have
resolved a founder’s dilemma; namely:

Is it better to seek funding first in order
to build fame, or to seek fame as a
means of attracting funding?
Research conducted at the Oxford University Centre of
Corporate Reputation, among other organizations, shows that
a company’s reputation and its performance have a significant
and positive correlation: When a company’s reputation grows,
it reduces its stakeholders’ uncertainty about its future and
increases the access to resources (such as funding), thereby
creating the conditions for high performance. But this does
not apply for startups. They do not have track records of
financial performance, and their business models cannot yet
count on validation by the market. They also lack the resources
to invest in advertising and branding.
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FOUNDERS HAVE THREE WAYS OUT OF THIS DILEMMA:
borrowing the reputation of a famous endorser, venture capitalist,
business partner, or from key client organizations;
personalizing the business and focusing predominantly on the
founders’ individual reputational capital;
investing in reputation-building and symbolic actions.

So can founders pick a road to fame and fortune? Yes, but they
need to closely look at the landscape.
When borrowing a reputation, founders need to be acutely
aware of how status is conveyed in their target market: In
some cultures, such as Germany, well-run organizations and
diligent processes earn high status; in others, such as the
United States, the personal charisma of investors or business
partners is pivotal.
Many Asian societies appreciate both process and personality
but put a premium on age. Borrowing the reputation from a
star supporter can work, but only if (s)he has more than a few
gray hairs.
If founders want to make things personal and become the
public face of their business, they need to understand the
media landscape. When there is no budget for advertising,
journalists become the strongest link between a founder and
the business community. Whereas reporters may not be
successful in telling people what to think, they are very
influential in telling audiences what to think about. Journalists
put a premium on personality, particularly in the more
individualistic cultures of the “West”: The founder is the hero
in business reporting, not their product. By magnifying the
role of the founder, journalists increase the salience of their
personality in a success story. This strategy bears a risk,
though, because bad news is often good news for reporters,
and failures are particularly interesting. Investigating business
reporting during economic upheaval, we found that

underperforming companies’ leaders were overrepresented in
the media. Once a founder has invited reporters into his
garage or home, they should not expect them to leave when
the lights go out.
This risk is smaller in high-growth economies, such as Hong
Kong and Indonesia, not just because founders have a higher
chance of riding the economic wave, but because the media do
not pay attention until they are successful in their own right.
During the 10 years between 2003 and 2012, “startups” were
mentioned just over 100 times in all the editions of the
English-language business media combined in Singapore,
Bangkok, Hong Kong, and Jakarta. When founders make it to
the media in high-growth economies, they are already
grown-up entrepreneurs far beyond their startup years.*
The third strategy, reputation-building, depends more on the
market than the media: Investing in reputation means building
an asset that can generate future rewards for the startup.
However, this only makes business sense if the cost for
building reputation is lower than its reward, as in markets
with frequent repeat sales, for example Amazon and Uber.
Nevertheless, when the reward is not immediate and a founder
needs to sustain reputation strategies for a long time, this
strategy becomes hard to justify to impatient investors.
So one founder’s chicken may be another one’s egg when it
comes to fame and funding. But telling them apart is a skill
that any founder needs.
*Research conducted together with Mark Chong,
Singapore Management University
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JOHANNES HABEL

TESTING
When we believe that a particular theory or action is the correct way to
think or act, we tend to come up with examples to support them. This
tendency is known as confirmation bias. Once we move this way, we
often like to continue moving in that direction, even when we start
having doubts and begin wondering where we might end up. This
tendency is known as an escalation of commitment. In business, either
tendency can turn out to be costly. On the other hand, even a positive,
100-percent-sure gut feeling can prove to be costly as well.

Uncertainties and the wrong decisions made to solve them
can happen in all kinds of business contexts: Would a sales
force be more productive if its fixed income level was changed
from 30 to 70 percent? Would adding a new product category
attract more customers and raise overall profit? Would the
digitalization of both baggage check-in and the retrieval of
lost baggage lead to customer resentment and make them
switch airlines? Or would the opposite be true, with customers
considering digitalization to be a sign that an airline is staying
up to date?

In each case, members of management
may have hunches, or even stronger
feelings, that is, the irrevocable notions
that what they believe is right.
We can imagine the discussions among all those who consider
their various notions to be right, the meetings, the randomly
chosen examples brought up as solid support, the subgroups,
the workshops, and eventually the decision that will leave at
least half of the notion-bearers grumbling and dissatisfied. If
it works, no one will be able to plausibly say why; if it doesn’t,
same story.
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Take the case of Ron Johnson, who left Apple to become the
CEO of JCPenney. Instead of staying with JCPenney’s traditional
coupons and clearance racks, he and his team innovated.
They filled the space with brand names and boutiques. In
addition, technology replaced cashiers, cash registers, and
checkout counters. It did not take long until sales nosedived,
losses rocketed sky-high, and Ron Johnson left JCPenney.
Before this had happened, testing should have been done.
Testing entails implementing something new for a random
group of customers, for employees, or conducting tests in
stores, and not implementing the change for a control group.
By comparing results between the test group and the control
group, we can, in fact, discover what works and what might
just be our fantasy of things that might work.
Therefore, testing is useful – but not in all cases. Testing
makes sense when the results are measurable, not in cases of
large-scale strategies. It will not tell you whether you should
enter an emerging market nor help you with other major
strategy decisions. Instead, it is a method to check the effects
of innovations or changes regarding, for example, how your
customers will react to a new product, new taste, or new
technology, or what the reaction will be if you include highend products in your low-budget portfolio.

In a first step toward testing, your managers have to
familiarize themselves with the necessary methodologies
and tools (such as the required software). Alternatively, they
may hire external support to define the tests and control
groups, oversee the processes, and help evaluate the
statistical results. Then you:

The more solid the results, the better they will hold up in the
face of resistance, which can be especially strong when they
seem to contradict industry practice, conventional wisdom,
the hunches of seasoned senior management, or appear to be
counterintuitive.

5 Determine results and actions
(which may mean dropping a beloved
idea/design/project)

Depending on the industry and the results you are after,
small experiments might even do. Yahoo! typically runs 20 or
so experiments at any one time, manipulating things such as
colors, placement of advertisements, and location of text and
buttons. These little experiments can have big effects, like
the one showing that simply moving the search box from the
side to the center of the home page increased the clickthrough rate enough to bring in about $20 million more in
advertising revenue a year. In hindsight, the approach seems
obvious. Yes, Yahoo! gets loads of visitors, and yes, that
means Yahoo! has an opportunity to vary the experiences in
many ways and gather information quickly on what entices
visitors to stay and to spend money – things that drive
revenue and profits. Yet, seizing this opportunity requires a
mindset that says, “Instead of debating which screen design
looks best, or which placement of content and choice of
specific content works best, we’re going to try it and see
what works.”

6 Collect and store results (whether
they confirmed your preference or not.
Remember the case of Apple’s failed
Newton, which was later resurrected in
the form of the iPad).

Johannes Habel
will direct the program Modern Sales Management,
Dec 8–10, 2015,
ESMT Campus

1 Define your hypothesis and ascertain
that its parts can be measured
2 Design the test (identify sites/units/
customer groups to be tested, select test
and control groups)
3 Execute test
4 Analyze data
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EVENTS

Kevin Turner

PAST EVENTS
January 16: Marking the German release of his book
The Internet Is Not the Answer, author Andrew Keen was at
ESMT to discuss the digital revolution and its impact on
culture and society, with Norbert Riedel, Commissioner for
International Cyber Policy of the German Federal Foreign
Office, Christoph von Marschall, Der Tagesspiegel, and
Sandro Gaycken, Senior Researcher, Cybersecurity and
Cyberstrategy, ESMT. ➊

Sandro Gaycken; Christoph von Marschall;
Norbert Riedel; and Andrew Keen
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February 18: Thomas Sattelberger presented his book
Ich halte nicht die Klappe, in which he reveals details of his
career, including stations at Deutsche Telekom, Continental,
MTU, and Lufthansa. Former German Foreign Minister,
Joschka Fischer, joined him in reviewing Sattelberger’s
eventful past.
February 27: Cybersecurity: How to respond to growing
threats. Panel discussion outlining how to assure
cybersecurity for companies, governmental bodies, and
individuals. Panelists were Melissa Hathaway, Belfer Center
for Science and International Affairs, Lars Klingbeil, Member
of Parliament, Federal Republic of Germany, and Sandro
Gaycken. The discussion was moderated by Marcel
Rosenbach, Der Spiegel.
March 5: Open Lecture with Kevin B. Turner: Being a Leader
– Meeting the Challenge. Microsoft COO Kevin Turner leads
the global sales, marketing, and services organization at
Microsoft and talked about 30 years of leadership and
learning. ➋

(

March 24: Growing economies through innovation:
German-Turkish collaboration in research and industry.
The event was opened by HE Hüseyin Avni Karslıoglu,
Ambassador of Turkey to Germany, Mr Alper Üçok, Director,
TÜSIAD, and Professor Jörg Rocholl, President of ESMT and
EY Chair in Governance and Compliance. The panelists were
Professor Sahin Albayrak, Technical University Berlin,
Mr Helge Tolksdorf, Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs
and Energy, and Mr Peter Webers, Federal Ministry of
Education and Research. The discussion was moderated by
Professor Stefan Wagner, TÜSIAD/TCCI Chair in European
Economic Integration, ESMT. ➌
March 25: Schlossplatzgespräch, Vom Stadtschloss zum
Humboldtforum. Manfred Rettig, Chairman of the Executive
Board of the Stiftung Berliner Schloss – Humboldtforum,
offered insights into how the reconstruction is proceeding
and about what it takes to successfully manage a building
project of such dimensions.
April 28: Panel discussion: Top Women – Top Chances
focused on women in business. This was a collaboration
of ESMT, the Austrian Embassy Berlin, KfW, and FidAR.
Dr. Ursula Plassnik, Austrian Ambassador to France;
Dr. Ingrid Hengster, Member of the Executive Board,
KfW Bankengruppe; Monika Schulz-Strelow, Chairperson
of FidAR; Jasmina Hadziahmetovic, Opera Director; and
Maria Vàsquez Merchant, ESMT graduate and Senior
Account Manager, SMA Railway Technology, joined in
a lively discussion moderated by Bärbel Schäfer. ➍

May 12: Das Forum mit Ute Holzhey was a joint event with
Inforadio (rbb), which focused on the European Central
Bank’s monetary policy – its winners, losers, and risks.
May 26: Open Lecture with Prof. Dr. Peter M. Huber, Justice
of the Second Senate of the Federal Constitutional Court
focused on the question how the constitutional state has to
respond to the ongoing financial crisis. Moderator: ESMT
Professor Paul Heidhues, Lufthansa Chair in Competition
and Regulation.
May 29: GreenTec Awards, Europe’s largest environmental
and business prize, were presented for the eighth time.
ESMT operated as a project partner. Christoph Burger,
Senior Lecturer and Senior Associate Dean of Executive
Education, ESMT, participated as a jury member.

➃

Bärbel Schäfer, Moderator; Ursula Plassnik,
Austrian Ambassador to France and former
Foreign Minister of Austria

FUTURE EVENTS

April 30: Daniel Leigh, Deputy Division Chief at the
Research Department of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), visited ESMT in order to present the IMF’s April 2015
World Economic Outlook.
May 7–9: The Business and Public Policy Workshop was
a joint effort of ESMT, Georgetown University, INSEAD, and
ESADE. For three days, academics from these institutions
met at ESMT in order to discuss topics in the area of
business and public policy. The event was hosted by
Professor Michał Grajek, ESMT.

July 9–10: ESMT OB Mini-conference. The aim of this
event is to share research ideas, connect with other
scholars, and get feedback on a variety of leadership
and OB-related topics. This event will be organized in
cooperation with the ESMT Center for Leadership
Development Research.
August 17–18: 2015 Asset Management Conference.
This conference will focus on recent advances in mutual
fund and hedge fund research. The goal is to bring
together leading academics interested in asset manage
ment in a network environment, so as to provide a forum
of discussion on a wide range of theoretical and empirical
issues as well as policy implications relating to mutual
funds and hedge funds.
December 4–5: ESMT/KDVI Coaching Colloquium,
Coaching Leaders for Followership. The Center for
Leadership Development Research and the Kets de Vries
Institute will run the 7th ESMT/KDVI Coaching Colloquium.

Stefan Wagner and Sahin Albayrak

➂
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BERLIN
ESMT faculty and staff are looking forward to
welcoming all alumni at the Annual Alumni Meeting
on September 26 in Berlin for an opportunity to catch
up with old friends, network, and enjoy the program.

OUR ALUMNI
AT LARGE
▼ MUNICH CHAPTER
The Munich Chapter hosted Dr. Tobias Jahn, Senior Manager
at 3M New Ventures, who gave a talk on “Investing in
Innovation,” which was preceded by a short academic
perspective on the topic by Prof. Matt Bothner. President
Jörg Rocholl met with Munich-based alumni in late April to
deliver an update on developments at ESMT.

▲ RHEIN-MAIN CHAPTER
The Rhein-Main Chapter was officially launched with
a meeting in March, attended by Dean Zoltán AntalMokos. Upcoming meetings will be held in July and
November and will include a company visit.

◀ BERLIN CHAPTER

▼ RHEIN-RUHR CHAPTER
Rhein-Ruhr Chapter attended an event in Düsseldorf hosted by Sebastian
Tochem of E.ON. Thomas Wu, Founding Partner of Global Boardroom
Advisors and Partner at MSM Capital, discussed “China As a Platform for
Expansion in Emerging Markets.” In April, the Chapter welcomed
Katharina Maier, host of TEDx Albstadt, who shared her expertise on the
power of first impressions and dressing for success.
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The Berlin Chapter, together with the ESMT Entre
preneurship Club, visited GASAG headquarters, where
Dr. Jürgen Schmidberger, a Member of the Board,
spoke on the issue of “Changes in Regulation –
Challenges and Opportunities.”

SAVE
THE DATE
NEXT CONFERENCE ON
ERROR MANAGEMENT
JANUAR 14 AND 15, 2016

NEXT ANNUAL FORUM
JUNE 9, 2016
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LATEST INTERNATIONAL RANKINGS
CONFIRM PROGRAM EXCELLENCE AT ESMT
The Economist places ESMT Executive MBA program 8th globally
Financial Times ranks ESMT 11th worldwide in executive education
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